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Jim Farley Lauds Democracy
At Postoffice Dedication Here
Says America
Has Proved
Plan Is Good
Some 5,000 Clemson students and
visitors Monday heard Postmaster
General James A. Farley, principal
speaker at the dedication exercises
for Clemson's new $90,000 postoffice
say that democracy has been vindicated as the "finest form-of government yet devised by man."
In his opening remarks Mr. Parley took occasion to extend his congratulations to the Clemson Tigers for'their successful gridiron season last year. He also noted that
the team's All-American Banks MePadden, is an official of the Clemson Young Democrats Club.
"That ought to assure the fu
ture success of the party," he declared.
After reviewing at lentgh in his
prepared address "important steps"
the postmaster general said the
nation had taken to solve fundamental domestic problems, he mentioned briefly
the international
situation.
"The foreign affairs of the United States," he said, "have been conducted with wise insight and understanding in this perilous era
There has been no hint of threat
or coercion against weaker countries and no disregard of the fundamental rights of others. An eager
desire for peace and good will has
been the underlying motive in every
action taken by a great president
and a far-seeing secretary of state
Cordel Hull.
In their
handling
of delicate international problems
they have lived up to the finest
traditions of American public life."
Parley said a "bright beam" in
the current wjirld chaos was the
triumph of Deniocratic processes In
this country,
"Here in the United States, a vast
program of reform has been instituted without impairing in the
sightest degree the fundamental
liberties without which life is not
worth the living," he declared. "We
have set our house in order without destroying
freedom
of the
press, fredom of speech, freedom of
conscience, or freedom of worship."
The postmaster general arrived at
Clemson at 6:30 Monday morning
and was greeted at the
railroad
station by a large group of Clemson students, college officials, and
South Carolina political figures.
He was taken immediately to the
Clemson trustee house where he
was greeted by Governor Burnet
Maybank who arrived on the campus Sunday night.
After a breakfast tendered by the
college, Mr. Farley reviewed the
Clemson cadet corps, then made
the dedication address from a standerected near the new
postoffice,
located betwen the Y. M. C. A.
building and the state highway.
Dr. Enoch W. Sikes,
Clemson
president, presided over the dedication ceremonies
which
were
opened with an invocation by Dr.
W H Mills,
of Clemson.
Mrs.
Carrie R. Goodman, Clemson postmaster,
then introduced several
prominent guests and the following
were caled upon for a "few remarks": Smith W. Purdum, fourth
assistant postmaster general; Butler B Hare, member of Congress;
John C. Taylor, former Congressman, largely responsible for the
erection of the Clemson postoffice;
and Chairman W. W. Bradley of
the Clemson board of trustees
Following those remarks Paul R.
Younts, Charlotte postmaster and
president of the National Association of Postmasters, introduced the
principal speaker, Mr. Parley.
The Rev. H. L. Spiesman, of Anderson, pronounced the benedic-

Metz Announces
Matriculation
Schedule

WINS WORK AWARD: George
Chaplin, graduate from Clemson in the class of '35 and
former editor of the Tiger, was
this- week awarded the Greenville Chamber of Commerce
distinguishd service medal for
his civic activities during the
past year. Mr. Chaplin is city
editor of the Greenville Piedmont and vice president of the
Jaycees. At Clemson he was
a member of Gamma .Alpha
Mu, honor writer's fraternity;
a member of Blue Key, Scabbard and Blade and other organizations,
and regimental
executive.

Agriculturists
To Attend
Alabama Meet
Several members of the school
of agriculture the experiment station Association of Southern Agricultural workers to be held in
Birmingham, February 7-9. Those
on the program include: Drs. W.
H. Paden, G. M. Armstrong, C.
H. Arndt, G. H. AuU, W. T. Ferrier, B. O. Williams, J. B. Edmond, F. s. Andrews, Professor G.
H. Dunkelburg, and Mr. L. V.
Starkey.
Others who are planning to aittend are: R. A. McGinty,
P.
Moser, H. T. Polk, R. W. Upscomb, G. B. Nutt, M. J. Peterson,
C. L. Morgan, J. p. LaMaster, J.
T. Bregger, W. M. Upholt, O. L.
Cartwright, B. D. Cloaninger, and
Drs. W. B. Albert, G. B. Killinger, and T. C. Peele. Members of
the experiment station and extension service over the state are also
expected to attend.

Clemson Alumni
To Honor Coaches
Here Friday
Clemson alumni and friends will
be hosts at a banquet in honor of
retiring coaches jess Neely and
Joe Davis and newly elected Head
Coach rank Howard.
Honor guests other than the
coaches will be
Governor and
Mrs. Burnet R. Maybank, Dr. and
Mrs. Enoch W. Sikes, and members of the Clemson College Board
of Trustees.
T. W. Thornhill, national alumni president, will" serve as toastmaster.
Preceeding the banquet, to be
held in the college mess hall, reels
of the past season's football games
will be shown in the chapel, beginning at 7:30.

Cooper Publishes
Agronomy Bulletin
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Shortly after the ceremonies, Mr.
Farley and his party left for Atlanta where they were scheduled
to attend
a testimonial
dinner
Monday
afternoon in honor ofJames R. Boyd. retiring district superintendent of mails.
Other highlights of the program
Included the presentation by Joe
Douthit, trustee of a gavel to Mr.
Farely The gavel was made from
timber' taken from the old FarmersSociety Hall at
Pendleton. The
building is now used as the Pendleton postoffice. The postmaster
general expressed keen appreciation for the gavel and promised to
open the next Democratic convention with it.
Among other speakers to be introduced was Olin D. Johnston, of
Spartanburg, former governor.

Upperclassmen
will secure
class cards from section heads
and register for second semester classes February 5, Registrar
G. E. Metz announced today.
Freshmen will sign
up for
scond semester classes at the
last meeting of each class this
week, Mr. Metz said. New freshman classes will also be signed up separately this week.
Leave from college is expected to be granted all students
after each final examination,
however, it was understood.

Assistance Fund
For Research
Made Available
The General Education board
has made available to Clemson college sufficient funds with which to
employ not less than three of its
graduates for research work in the
department
of ■ agricultural economics and rural sociology.
The
grant will extend over a period of
two years, with preference being
given to those students with a
high scholastic standing and who
expect to utilize the funds and
experience
in further
graduate
study.
Clemson does not offer graduate
work; and its graduates, in seeking fellowships, must compete with
graduates from
other institutions
that are vitally interested in seeing
that their own
students attain
these awards. With the assistance
of the General Education board a
limited number of selected student will be awarded research assistantships at Clemson. This will
enable them to obtain a
great
deal of practical experience in the
techniques and methods of research
in agricultural economics and rural sociology, and at the same
time to save money for gradute
work in other institutions. The
added experience will also be helpful in obtaining fellowships which
are available in the .larger institutions.
Those men who obtain
these
grants will be assigned to the different members of the agricultural
economics and rural sociology staff
as assistants.

McGinty Appointed
To Science Body
At the recent meeting of the
American Society for Horticultural
Science at Columbus, Ohio, Mr. R.
A. McGinty, vice-director of the
experiment station, was appointed a member of the executive
board for the next two years.
The society is composed of teachers, members of the extension service and experiment station, and
research workers in the field of
horticulture.
Mr. McGinty also represented
the Pi Kaippa Phi fraternity while
attending the meeting.

Democrats Have
Intelligent Look
Farley Says
In Jim Farley's estimation,
the looks make the man, or the
politician.
When C. C. Elphiek, noted
oranizer of the Republican
party at Clemson passed for
a hand shake with the Democratic leader in the line of cadets here Monday, a student
standing
back of
the postmaster
general
remarked,
"There's a good republican,
General." The General said,
"No, he can't be a republican.
He looks too intelligent."
Also when Major S. M. Martin, Head of the mathematics
department, was introduced as
a democratic chairman, Mr.
Farley remarked, "Yes, I knew
that he was a good Democrat.
I can tell a Democratic chairman anywhere."

List Commttiees
For Engineering
Exposition Here
Plans are going forward for the
architectual and engineering exposition to be held here April 12 £o
14. This exhibition is put on every
year by junior and senior engineers and architects aided by
freshmen and sophomores.
Those in charge of each section
are: T. P. Hawkins, architecture;
A. D. Sutton, civil engineering;
J. B. Jones, chemical engineering;
L. J. Woodward, electrical engineering;
T.
E.
Richardson,
mechanical engineering; and W.
H. Bethea, Tau Beta Pi. Professor P. W. ZurBurg of the chemistry department is faculty advisor,
and Dean S. B.
Earle. of the
school of engineering, is faculty
chairman.
Actual work on the displays will
begin immediately after examinations.
One of the high spots of the
show will be Professor Philpot's
Reactograph, which is used by the
Aeronautical
class to determine
the reaction speed of a student.
Representative work of the forge,
foundry, machine and wood shops
will be shown.
It is expected that 5000 people
will see this year's exhibition.
T. E. Richardson, the chairman
of the student committee, stated
that everyone with a practical,
new project in mind should talk
with one of the executive committee.

Gurley Supplies
Taps Pictures
Arthur Gurley, correspondent for
the Spartanburg Journal, this week
donated several pictures of the
Clemson-Boston
College
Cotton
Bowl game to the Taps, Clemson
yearbook.
The pictures were made by Mr.
Gurley for his paper.
"We certainly appreciate Mr.
Gurley's kindness in giving us those
pictures," Taps Editor Vic Wray
said yesterday.
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EDITOR'S JACKET: Retiring Editor Earl Mazo,
of Charleston, is pictured placing the editor's
vest on "Senator" Jimmie Lever, rising editor, in
the traditional ceremony which has been practiced for years. Looking on are, left to right, George

McMillan, Mitchell Simmons, managing editor,
Marion R. Lawton and Bobby Hampstead, business manager. McMillan and Lawton are the
former managing editor and business manager, respectively.

Blue Key Fraternity Men
Honor Head Coach Neely
"I Done It And
Now I'm Glad!"
Shouts Oscar
The Tiger staff takes pleasure in announcing this semester's Oscar:
Julius "Pop" Eadon is the
man and he weighs 170 pounds
and claims that Big Bill Hall,
of the football team, will personally handle all complaints.
"Pop", in handling the Oscar
column, which for some time
has been the most popular feature of the Clemson newspaper, followed a long line of
dirt-dishers, some who are still
digging and dishing.
The
Oscar
rnlumii
was
founded way back In the middie ages by Joe Sherman, who
let chips fall where they would
for two years and finally gave
up the ghost when he saw a
big football player knock a
puny individual over two pool
tables at the Y, "for putting
me in that damn Oscar column of yours!"
After Joe came the still famous Jesse James, then Bag
Murphy, who was succeeded by
Duck Cason, a boxer. Two years
ago, under the protective wing
of giant Arnold Grayson, Tom
Stanley took up the cudgel,
then Don Clayton came along
and wrote a while. Last year
Ricky Rivenbark had his fling.
The two star colunrnists for
the present Tiger regime, that
makes its exist this week, were
Manly Wright, the second semester of last
year, and this
semester's Pop Eadon.

Phi Kappa Phi
Hears Dougherty
M. W. Dougherty, vice dean of
engineering, University of Tennessee, made the principal address at
a meeting of the Clemson chapter of Phi Kappa, Phi Wednesday,
January 17. This meeting was held
following the initiation ceremonies
for new members.
In the afternoon he spoke to
the junior and senior engineering
students.
Professor Dougherty is a prominent member of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, chairman of the Licensing board of
Tennessee, and a member of Tau
Beta Pi, Sigma Psi, and Phi
Kappa Phi.
Dr. S. B. Earle, dean of
the
school of engineering, is president
of the Clemson chapter of Phi
Kapipa Phi, Dr. H. L. Hunter is
vice president, and Dr. D. C. Sheldon is secretary.

Scouter's Group
Conducts Meet
The Scouter's Service society of
Clemson, was host to some. 550
Scouts and Scoutmasters when the
Blue Ridge council met here last
Thursday.
The principal speaker
was the Honorable
Abit
Nix,
prominent lawyer of Athens, Georgia. A banquet was held for the
delegates in the college mess hall
Thursday night.
The Scouters Service society, under the direction of F. H. H. Calhoun, made all preparations for
the meeting. They made a map
with an
electric
bulb to show
where each scout troop represented was.
They painted the signs
and did the decorating. The officers of the society are: W. E.
Awtrey, president, J. I. Barron,
vice-president, and H. M. Correll,
secretary.

BARBARA WILL YODEL FOR LOCAL YOKELS

Osborne And Mid- Winters Big Interest
Of Corps Caught In Throes Of Exams

Dr. H. P. Cooper, dean of the
school of agriculture, recently pub- By BARNEY MARSHALL
Mortgage the old homestead, sell
lished a bulletin entitled "Fertilizer and Liming Practices Recom- your worn out suit, do anything
but steal, but for goodness sakes
mended for South Carolina."
Anyone desiring a copy of this plan on being with the crowd two
bulletin may secure it by asking weeks from now. You'll never refor Extension Circular 60 at the gret the week-end of February 9bulletin room in the basement of 10 if you set foot in the field house
for Mid-Winters, because Will Osthe libarary.
borne and his band, cute young
Barbara
Bush,
and
comedian
"Stinky" Rogers are going to be
ready to get with you.
Have you made that date? Have
you lined up some clothes for the
week-end? If not, get to it buddy.
Miss Remer Linley of Anderson Jammin' will come easy after all
was this week added to the Regi- that crammin' for exams, and you
strar's office staff, succeeding Miss owe it to yourself and that sweet
Brantley Johnston, who resigned gal of yours to start the new seto accept a position with the Ten- mester off on toe right foot—or
nessee Valley Authority in Chata- both feet for that matter.
nooga, Term
You'll marvel at the decorations

Linley Added To
Registrar's Staff

Mace, Wham/
Elphick, Wilson,
Langford, Davis

in the field house. Those boys
have really put a lot of work into
the theme and it is no wonder
they are worried about their studies, because they have worked over
there every night for more than a
week.
You'll really enjoy the music
that Osborne is going to bring to
the campus. It is smooth and
sweet, and though that is the kind
that is so popular at this time,
Will can beat it out when he wants
to—and he'll want to when he gets
a squint at the crowd that is expected. That
Barbara
Bush is
plenty good on the vocals, and if
you have seen her picture you
know that she is still better on the
eyes. That Dick "Stinky" Rogers
is a rock too, for his original comedy numbers will put you "in the

mood". But those slide trombones
and slide trumpets have got it too,
and with Will carrying his share
of the vocals you get the most
rounded band arrangements presented thus far this year.
Now here is the best point
stressed so far. The prices for the
three dances will be the lowest in
the history of the Mid-Winter series, so that they will come within range of everybody's pocket
book. After you get through buying the block ticket you will find
that you have saved exactly 75c
on the series, and you know how
far that goes. The band has been
signed for nine playing hours, and
that figures out in dollars and
cents to be worth approximately
52c an hour on the basis of $4.75
a block ticket, imagine all that

sweet music, and all those sweet
girls along with it, for that price
—man, get wise and fall in line. It
is not only a swell time—it's an
investment.
The Central Dance Association
announces these prices and hours
for the series of three dances:
Friday night, formal, $2.75, 9—
1:30 a.m.
Saturday afternoon "T", informal, $.75, 4—6 p.m.
Saturday night, informal, $2.00,
8:30—12.
Total, $5.50.
Block Ticket, $4.75.
Saving of $.75.
There will be five no-breaks
Friday night, three no-breaks Saturday afternoon at the Tea dance,
and
four no-breaks
Saturday
night.
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ADDED AS MEMBER
OF LOCAL GROUP
Retiring Head Coach Jess Neely,
who has guided the destiny of
the Clemson Country Gentlemen
athletes for nine years, was extended membership into the local
chapter
of Blue
Key, national
leadership fraternity, at a special
meeting of the entire student, body
in the college chapel Wednesday
at noon.
George McMillan, president of
Blue Key, introduced Mr. Neely
and presented him with the huge
key which he will wear during the
initiation period. Said McMillan,
"Blue Key members are proud to
extend an offer of membership to
a man who in the time that he
has been here has meant so much
to the athletic development of the
school. He has given nine years
inspiring leadership to our athletes
and students and Blue Key members think that he has thoroughly
earned the honor."
In accepting membership into
Blue Key, Mr. Neely said, "I can't
say how much I appreciate the
honor which has been shown me.
I have never enjoyed any nine
years more than the time which
I have been at Clemson, .and I
want to take this opportunity to
thank every student for the support which ' he has given our
teams. Clemson I think is the only
place in the country where I could
know every member of the student body—not by name, but all
of you have greeted me at one
time* or another on the campus
and I feel that I know everyone of
you personally."
ASSURES GOOD TEAMS
"I want also to assure you that
the athletic program will continue
to progress
at Clemson," Mr.
Neely continued, "It is largely the
spirit of the students which has
made it possible to make our records, and with that spirit behind
them Clemson teams are assured
of high rankings."
Dr. Enoch W. Sikes, president,
who presided
over the program
said, "In behalf of the student
body, the board of trustees, and
college officials and the faculty, I
want to thank Coach Neely for the
splendid service which he has given to Clemson. We all appreciate
all that he has done, for the college and wish him success in his
new position."
"But most of all," Dr. Sikes
said, "right now we want to thank
him for bringing our new
Head
Coach Prank Howard, here
with
him and keeping him here
for
nine years. We all think that he
is leaving a capable man who will
produce the same
high
class
teams
which have represented
Clemson during his period as head
coach."
Coach Howard responded briefly
to Dr. Sikes' remarks. He
said,
"With the support of the student
body my job will be made a great
deal easier. We plan to call on
the students a lot of times and
with the spirit
which has been
shown since I have here we will
win games."
Coach Howard also praised Mr.
Neely, with whom he has been associated for 13 years, as the highest type of Christian gentleman.
A member of the University of
Alabama chapter
of Blue Key,
Coach Howard said that he should
rate a chance to "chop" Mr. Neely
with the paddle.

James J. Lever was this week
appointed to succeed Earl Mazo as
editor-in-chief of the Tiger.
Other executive staff appointments announced this week are:
Mitchell F. Simmons, to succeed
George McMillan as managing
editor and Robert L. Hempstead,
to succeed Marion R. Lawton as
business manager.
J..S. Mace will take over the duties of Tiger sports editor, succeeding Arthur V. Williams, and
the top circulation positions, vacated by Seniors William Rhyne
and Porter Adams, will be filled
by R. H. Langford, as distribution manager, and Sam Davis, as
circulation manager.
Larkin T.
Jones has been named assistant
distribution manager.
The new associate editors are
Neil Elphick, Gus S. Wham and
E. F. Wilson, succeeding James E.
F. Schmidt, Robert B. Marshall,
William B. Wade, Frank C. Mills
and Manly Wright.
Other staff appointments will be
made by the editor within
the
next few weeks.
The new officials, appointed this
week, were chosen by the retiring
executives with approval of the
publication board which is headed
by Professor John Lane and includes Business Manager J. C. Littlejhon and News Bureau Director joe E. Sherman.
LEVER
Editor Lever, of Columbia, served this year as Tiger news editor.
He is a member of Tiger brotherhood, an organizer of the Clemson Young Democrats club, president of his sophomore class, and
connected with several college actiyities.
He is studying in the
school of agricultural economics.
SIMMONS
Managing Editor Mitchell Simmons, of Greer, is a student in the
school of textiles. He is a member
of Gamma Alpha MU, reputed to
be a Republican, and connected
with several campus organizations.
He has been feature editor of the
Tiger during the past year.
HEMPSTEAD
Business
Manager Robert L.
Hempstead, of Atlanta, a chemistry student, has been circulation
assistant and advertising manager
of the Tiger since his freshman
year.
OTHERS
Sports Editor Mace, of Charleston, has been connected with the
Tiger sports staff for some time.
He is a member of the Y. M. C. A.
council, the Rifle Team, of Alpha
Chi Sigma, and several other
campus organizations*.
Distribution Manager Langford
of Saluda, is a member of the Saluda county club and is majoring
in electrical engineering.
Circulation Manager Sam Davis,
of Brunswick, a first sargent, is a
member of the Social Science forum and other organizations.
Associate Editor Elphick (Republican) is from Greenville, S. C,
and is, besides the leader of the
Republican party, a chemistry student.
Wilson, is majoring in industrial
education and has been a Tiger
reporter for three years. He is from
Abbeville.
Wham, a textile chemistry student, from Mountville, has been
a prominent member of the Tiger
reportorial staff for two years.
Larkin Jones, distribution assistant, has been with the Tiger
since his freshman year, serving
as assistant in advtrtising and
circulation.

Stoddard Captures .
Forensic Honor
At the meeting ol the Calhoun
Forensic society last week, R. L.
Stoddard placed first in "problem
solving." In this phase of forensics, several problems are presented,
and the speakers are given fiva
minutes to select one before giving
a short talk on the subject chosen.
. Meetings will be discontinued until after examinations, and then
debating, oratory, extempore, and
radio announcing will be taken up.

BY THEIR
—Words—
All those not present are absent,
I presume.—Sherman.
Farming is one of the finest
■businesses in the world, but it is
a little hard to make a living at.
FERRIER
I'm going to get in trouble here,
so just forget what I say as soon
as I say it.—Stevens.
I said that, but if you say I
did I'll call you a liar.—Chapman.
The only advantage that a private has in the army is that he
has someone else to do his worrying—Walthour.
Marriage runs in the family „
Grafflia,
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The Tiger, An Ever
Progressing Paper
A number of college newspapers on the
Tiger's exchange list have change-of-staff
plans similar to ours. That is, the "new
boys" take over after the first semester.
During the past week we've read "30"
and "Good Bye" editorials in everything
from the Winthrop Johnsonian to the Siwash Bugaboo, and they all tell the same
story: "We, the old staff hate to give up
our paper. We loved working on it and
hope the new staff will add to what we've
done and help build a greater, more magnificient, stupendous, and beautiful Siwash. God bless the Bugaboo!"
That is all well and good, but we're not
so sorry to turn things over to Jimrriie
Lever and his henchmen. In the first place,
the new crowd will probably put out a
Tiger on a par with ours, and maybe better; and, too, now that we're through, we
may have time to concentrate on that
diploma.
t
Before we say "30" (which means finis
in pig-latin), though, we will apply some
potent philosophy and make a few suggestions. All editors do.
The philosophy centers around somebody's wise, remark made in the dim, dark
past: "He who tooteth hot his own horn,
the same might not be tooted!" So, dear
readers, let's recall together a few accomplishments of the retiring staff.
The Tiger we took over was a five-column
tabloid; today the Tiger, a standard sized,
eight column newspaper, is probably the
largest college weekly in the entire Soiith.
During the past semester Tiger editorials
and an unprecedented amount of features
received favorable comment in daily
newspapers all over the country. Among
other honors, the Tiger this year was acclaimed South Carolina's best all around
college newspaper, and Newbold Noyes, editor of the Washington Star said that beyond a doubt it was "The South's most
interesting college newspaper.
• per.
The staff has done its best to keep the
Tiger a newspaper representative of the
student body it serves, and presentable to
Clemson's alumni and friends. It has succeeded in many of its objectives, and failed in some.
We turn the paper over to Lever, Simmons, Hempstead and the others in good
faith, and with the hope that they will
continue to improve it.
Before typing that final "30", we want
to thank the college officials, students,
and organizations who cooperated with us
so well.
And now, 30.
Earl Mazo

The Value Of A "Voice"
Recently the Tiger carried a letter in
its Tom Clemson columns from a student
who objected to stumbling over things in
the dark when he went to the field house.
Already lights have been installed along
the road from barracks to the field house.
Lesson: When voice is given to a real
(reasonable) need, especially in print, that
need is usually filled.

The Cut System Can
Stand Modification
At a meeting of the college deans and directors this morning, the Clemson senior
council, headed by President Manly Stallworth, requested that the present cut system be modified (1) to make two class
cuts the minimum, and (2) to provide that
students be compelled to meet their last
class before holidays and first class after
holidays, instead of all classes two days before and after holidays.
As the cut system operated this semester,
students were allowed to cut as many
classes during the semester as they.met
in one week (i. e. three hour classes rated
, three cuts, four hour classes, four cuts,
etc) .This system, it seems, worked a hardship on students who took one hour a
week courses, or had labs which met once
a week. This newspaper and the senior
council which represents the student body
feels that no classes should be cut maliciously; but these student institutions
know well that some leeway for class cuts
is absolutely necessary.
Another feature of the present cut system is the ruling that students cutting any
class two days before or after holidays are
dropped from the courses cut. The purpose
of this ruling, as we see it, is too keep students on the campus until holidays begin.
We" remember well last year's unlimited
cut system and the vacant classrooms days
before and after holidays; but we think the
two-day system much too harsh. Certainly
the senior council's proposal can accomplish the same objective. If students must
meet their last class before holidays and
first class after holidays, they will be on
hand for the other classes. Under the twoday system, if a student misses one class
on the Tuesday (for example) of a holiday
which begins on Wednesday, and meets all
other classes until holiday time on Wednesday, he is dropped from that Tuesday
class.
The Tiger feels that the senior council's
proposals are just'and are necessary. With
the two modifications suggested by the
council, the present cut system will be,
in this newspaper's opinion, ideal for
Clemson.

A Common Interest Binds
Students, Teachers, Trustees
Student-faculty relationship at Clemson, a recent development, is one of this
campus' fine features. This friendly feeling is being brought about largely through
the efforts of such organizations as Tiger
Brotherhood and Blue Key, where teacher
and pupil meet on common grounds. The
result: The old "snatch" theory has been
exploded; students are learning that there
is more in the men who teach them than
just books and mathematics and engineering; the professors are finding out just
what makes their "boys" tick. This friendliness between student and faculty member should continue and expand.
And what's more, it should spread to a
keen relationship between student and
college official and board of trustee member.
The Tiger feels that Clemson's student
body is missing something that can be
had, by not knowing the college trustees.
Certainly the students who know intimately and love Dr. Sikes, Professor Lane,
Mr. Littlejohn, Dr. Bo Williams, Professor
Lucas, and a host of others could also
learn something from and probably teach
something to gentlemen like Mr. Bradley,
Mr. Douthit, Mr. Sirrine, Mr. 'Young and
the other distinguished trustees.
This newspaper would like to see inaugurated a program whereby trustees would
be called in on student meetings and
gatherings with professors. The trustees
are naturally interested as are the students
here. All necessary is the initiative on the
part of some live campus organizations.

Mr. Farley's Power
Campus folks have been wondering if all
this people say about Mr. Farley's supernatural powers is true after all.
Monday, the day of the Democrat-Supreme's visit, the weather was clear, ideal
for parades and speeches. Tuesday it snowed.
Were the elements earth or heaven controlled?

Athletic Council Did Right
The Tiger takes this opportunity to
commend the Athletic Council for their
prompt action in naming Coach Jess
Neely's successor and congratulates them
on their selection.
Coach Howard is a favorite with alumni,
students, and players and bids fair to
make a worthy successor to Neely.

Dr. Daniel's Jokes
When it comes to telling stories, Dr. D.
W. Daniel, Clemson's own, is probably one
of the leaders of all time.
In its four years at Clemson, this newspaper's executive staff has heard most of
the good Doctor's stories no less than 10
times, and it seems they get funnier with
age.

By MITCHELL F. SIMMONS
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EWORLD ; LARGEST SUN-DIAL
IS ON THE CAMPUS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MANILA
(PHILIPPINES). IT 5 fo5 FE& WIDE AND 40 FT. HI6H/

ALBERT AND THOMAS PALWERLEE,
TWIN ALGEBRA INSTRUCTORS AT THE
UNIV. OF KANSAS,CONFUSE STUDENTS
WITH DUPLICATE FACES AS WELL AS
•' • • DUPLICATE PROBLEMS < • •

TALK
OF THE

TOWN
By GEORGE MCMILLAN '

NEGRO BUTLERS OF THE U.OF
ALABAMA FRATERNITIES HAVE
A FRATERNITY OF THEIR OWN
-THE SIGMA KING/

Alumni
Chatter
By GEORGE GLENN
Tom Bowen ('34), who is now
assistant County
Demonstration
agent In Sumter county, is wearing a much bigger hat and a
broader
smile.
The
reason—a
bouncing baby boy, born Jan.
1,
and who is the first Tiger cub reported this year. Clemson coaches,
take notice.
Fats Newsom C34), who is now
connected with Parker high school
in Greenville, came over with the
Parker
basketball team Friday
night and brought his bride with
him.
Memphis, Term., alumni
are
planning a meeting January 26.
Tom Farshaw C36) Is In charge.
T. L. Bradley, secretary of the
Savannah
alumni
chapter, announces that this group will meet
February 9.
The following classes are scheduled to hold reunions this year
at commencement: 1900, 1905, 1910,
1015, 1920, 1925, 1930, and 1935.
Coach Frank Howard will speak
at the Rock Hill alumni meeting'
Friday night, February 2.

One semester remains with four
months more
ana then comes
the day when seniors step across
a certain threshold into a cold
business - like world and pit their
learning and resources
against
veterans at the game.
And so, boys, if you want to
get the jump on these other thousands of college graduates who
are after the same jobs you are
looking for, or at least if you want
to be in the running, we suggest
that it isn't too early to get in
touch with prospective employers.
Your dean can probably help you
out, and you might drop a line
to those fellows back home who
will need some college-trained men
in their enterprises.
Several Clemson men, Class of
'40, have already made definite arrangements, and others have something on the line. Clemson gratis
have the reputation of making good
in this cold, hard world we hear
so much about. Maybe our systems
fore publication of tne followhere are responsible; maybe it's our
ing week's
Tiger
Friday
faculty; maybe it's our attitude;
evening).
maybe it's a combination of all
these and more, too, but the fact Dear Corbetts:
remains that we have good repuThe social life at Clemson is
tations and recommendations, and limited to a large extent to the
that's a lot. We're just dropping dances promoted by the Central
this as a tip. A word to the wise Dance Association. They form the
nucleus around which the cadets
is sufficient.
may enlarge his
ever-widening
sphere of acquaintances.
The many friends of Miss Ruth
To the ears of the Tiger have
Fendley, who is employed in
the come the voiced opinion of many
department of agrictultural eco- regarding ballroom etiquette.
nomics and rural sociology, will be
The cadet who smokes while on
grieved to learn of the death of the immediate dance floor, or
her grandmother, Mrs. Palmer, on fondles a cigarette while dancing
Monday, January 22.
with an escort may be a perfect
gentleman, but he is a bit thoughtDr. and Mrs. P. H. H. Calhoun less of others. It is a dangerous
recently
entertained the senior and uncalled for practice that onchemists at their home. Mrs. Cal- ly requires a bit of' thought to
houn served a delicious supper. En- remedy it.
Please, for the sake of others and
tertaining the seniors in the school
prestige
of the
Clemson
of chemistry has become an an- the
nual custom with Dr. Calhoun, dean dances, refrain from smoking on
the dance floor. If you must light
of the Chemistry school.
up, see to it that you are out of
burning distance of others who
Mr. Aubrey W. Crawford was re- may not enjoy that cigarette as
cently appointed assistant sales you do.
manager of Spencer Lens company
Tom Clemson
He has been
with
Spencer
for the past six years, and forTHE NEW LIBRARY
merly was manager of export sales.
STUDY IDEA
After graduating from Clemson, Dear Tom:
class of '30, Mr. Crawford went to
Recently Col. Pool devised a
Cornell University for graduate method whereby the Cadet corps
could be benefited by using the
work.
Mr. Crawford is the son of Mrs. library for study after long roll
Mary A. Crawford, of Calhoun. provided he signs off at the guard
room on a special permit. In the
Mrs. Ida Benfey Judd of New opinion of this writer, this idea is
■York City is working to have some a meritous one, but there is a
U. S. university establish a Mark laxity in the observance of library
Twain Chair for the Advancement rules of peace and quiet.
When a student goes to the
of Humor.
library he goes there for the express purpose of studying. For this
Retiring Editor Earl Mazo, of purpose, out of fairness to the
the Tiger, will conduct the week- student, the library should be
ly Talk-Of-Town column on the tomb-quiet or the whole set up
editorial page of the Clemson is doomed to defeat. At the presnewspaper next semester, it was ent time the library is anything
announced this week by
James but quiet during the hours designLever, recently appointed Tiger ed for study: after long roll. There
Chief.
is a prevalance of noises such as
The column, which features gen- the scraping
of chairs on the
eral comment, was begun in 1935 floor, mumbling of students disby Harry Ashmore, who is now cussing a math problem or some
connected ' with the
Greenville other problem. Many other noises,
News. J. Cornish Wilkinson, now too numerous to mention here,
managing editor of the Florence are present, and the only purpose
Evening Star, followed Mr. Ash- they serve is to distract the stumore as Talk-Of-Town columnist, dents attention from the study he
and he was succeeded by Frampton is endeavoring to make.
Durban. George
McMillan has
These noises are accentuated by
been conducting the column this the intermittent
periods of silyear.
ence in the library. All the faults
noted by this writer, except one,
are the faults of the students.
One that Is not the responsibility
of the students is the door situation. Someone is always coming in
or going out of the library and
each time the door is opened, it
TO AND FROM
closes with a very annoying bang.
An automatic door closing device
would remedy this situation. In the
opinion of this writer we (the stu(Editor's Note: Letters to and
dents) will get a lot more from our
from Tom Clemson, concerning
hours spent in the library if we
ANYTHING within reason, will
will only think about the other
be printed weekly. All Clemfellow who Is also trying to study.
son students and friends are
It has been said that all that is
invited to contribute. Names
necessary to
get results fro.Vi
must be signed to letters- before
Clemson men is to ask them to
they are printed, but they will
do or not to do something. This
be withheld on request of the
writer is asking those who use the
contributor. Contributions must
library, not only after long roll
be short and to the point (not
but at any time, to keep his inover 250 words) and they must
dividual noises at a minumum.
be in the Tiger office no later
Sincerely,
Williamson
than the Sunday mornin* b«-

LETTERS--

TOM CLEMSON

In the spicey January issue of
the Pitt Panther, rrom the University of Pittsburgh, of course, both
men and women take a terrific
bumping.
The man. Jack Stauff, unlooses
some caustic paragraphs about women, and the woman, Mary Lou
Caldwell, counters with some jarring
blows which strike at the ego of
each of her "type males".
Miss Caldwell plays as her first
ace the saving type. Says she. "He
is usually identified by the Scroogelike wrinkles around his eyes. We
Girls respect him (slightly) and
try to help him save. We invite
him up to the house for dinner,
take walks instead of going to the
movies, guzzle cokes instead of eating sundaes, and wear his scanty
carnation corsages. Is he grateful?
No.! As soon as he comes into a
few extra dollars, what does he do?
He dates Gloria Glamour for the
Junior Prom.
Other types which fair rather
poorly in the Caldwell analysis are
the Cave man who insists, "C'mon,
babe, this is 1940!"; the glamour
boy with the flaming red tie and
a dozen girls on-the line; the drip,
"otherwise known as a gink, pill,
pest, and goopybug" (he's the one
who asks for a date at least a
month in advance so that the drag
can't find an excuse); and the
combination glamour boy-caveman
—"A good telephone conversationalist, but he usually reverses the
charges."
"Men," Miss Caldwell concludes,
"are merely a brag, a groan, and a
tank of air. And now we must
hurry," she adds, "we've got a
date!"
Essayist Stauff is quite a gentleman of the old school. His theory
is, apparently, that women are all
the same type. Much more simple
to analyze than men. When you
analyze one you have them air—
"Girls are. cats, soft and furry, with
claws. She-devils in fur coats and
angora kittens," he says.
But more, "Take a girl to the
beach and She falls in love with
the life-guard. Take her to a movie and she falls in love with the
leading man. Take her to a movie
without a leading man and she
falls in love with an usher. Take
her to a dance and she falls in
love with" a crooner. Even take
her to a photographic studio and
she falls in love with one of the
pictures on display. Take her out
into a dark alley where she can
fall in love with you—and she
talks about the guy she dated last
night."
And yells Stauff with vigor, "a
man does not mind spending a. little money on a date, but when she
won't give him anything in return,
it hurts."
"I have an ideal girl," Stauff
admits, "but she is the only one
of her kind—and she is married,
and so I pledge myself to eternal
bachelorhood, with one restriction:
If every Gypsy Rose Lee comes
my way with nothing on—her
mind."
Interesting reading. But Katherine is different. Or

—that the girls at Lander may
set restricted in writing letters
to that Ginn boy; Our bottle-inbond is spelled the same way.
—Oscar says—

—that Hart should be satisfied
with a half picture.
—Oscar says—

—that Gentleman
to personally shake
all the cadets and
at military big-wigs,
Dick Forester.

Jim was out
the hand of
not to amaze
Cadet Captain

—Oscar says—

—that since this happens to be
the last dish of dirt
that
this
columnist will hand out, naturally
it will be a little more on the
temperate side.
—Oscar says—

—that our col. "Lilly" has the
next honorary colonel already in
line for the Military Ball.
—Oscar says—

—that he hopes that Jack Fant,
Ed Roper,
Julian
Dixon, and
others who are a bit tangled up
on account of too many dates for
Mid-winters., will get their wives
straight in time.
—Oscar says—

—that
Garnett
Lawton has
found a big attraction over Sandy Springs way. Are you burning
"Peanut"?
-—Oscar says—

—OBcar says—

—that his. successor oughta concentrate a little on the ringster
combine—Cason and Bouton and
Social Lion Marshall.
—Oscar says—

—that Bill Hall, Sam Harper,
and Joe Payne will handle any
complaints from this column, Oscar
hopes.
—Oscar says—

—that it's been lots of fun writing this stuff, and he, Oscar hopes
that most of it. anyhow, has been
taken as it was intended, in jest.
—Oscar says—

—that of the leadership boys on
the stage yesterday,
Crawford
Lawton was the cutest, Vic Wray
the happiest, Manly Stallworth
the sweetest, and Frank Mills the
manlyest.
And he, Oscar, is
plenty proud of his leaders, especially that McMillan boy who makes
a better speech than D. W.
—Oscar says—

—that Scotia LaRoche is from
Charleston, and he swears he's no
kin to the other Scotia, who is a
boy on the campus.
—Oscar says—

—that politicos Pearce, Lever
and Wade were in their hey-day
Monday, and Jim Farley
even
shook their hands.
—Oscar says—

—that he sees by the paper that
—that Jim Farley's head, from
"Who's Who" Wray is planning the outside,
don't
shine much
martimony in June, and he thinks brighter- than a lot of Clemson
Vic would make a lovely blush- men's—but, oh the inside!
ing bridegroom.
—Oscar says—■
—Oscar says—
—that the terror twins, Wentzel
—that "Little Goliath" Stubble- and Driver, look more like Jordan
field has a new slant on parking and Stalvey, of old, every day.
that's safer and more fruitful.
•—Oscar says—
—Oscar says—
—that he, Oscar, has had his say
—that it's just a matter of days and that's that, and he
hopes
now 'till exams and the professors everybody is happy.
—Oscar says—.
catch up with the students. It was
—that Carlyle
Triplette is rea long, hard race tho'.
—O-car says—
gretful that he cannot attend the
—that his successor oughta look Spinsters Ball in Greenville and
into the Lawton family's affairs not due to flu.
—Oscar says—'
too; and see what some of these
—that he thought
cigarette
snatch juniors are up to, especially
that fellow Owens, who looks more smoking on the dance floor went
out when Courie. Inderfurth, and
ram-rod-like than Littlejohn. •
Lacy Corbett left, and he's burn—^scar Bays—
—that "Bud Morgan still makes ed up in more ways than one
his weekly trips to Laurens, and when he sees their contemporaries
he seems none the worse either.
doing the same thing.

By DICK BREELAND

AFTER OSCAR, WHAT IS THE FIRST THING YOU
READ IN THE TIGER?

Willie Robinson—(Staff janitor) read.
Manley
Wright—(senior) The
I look at the pictures.
Jim Nesbitt—(freshman) I don't dances stories. I "can be more symread Oscar first. I read the sports pathetic with my ole lady Marshall
| after one of them.
and then Oscar.
I. R. A. Dope (bo-rat)—Mazo's
C. T. Wilson—(junior) Be dog- editorials.
ged if I know.
Bill Wade— (senior) Shoot the
W. J. ■ Foster — (sophomore) Show, always.
Sports.
Ed Schmidt — (senior) I think:
Arthur Williams—(senior) I read the book reviews are superb.
Trailing the Tigers; so, that I can
C. Z. Yonce—(junior) By Their
talk about the good ole days and Words and the front page.
THE
whet a wonderful columnist we
G. C. Thompson — (sophomore)
had a few weeks back.
Sports and Popular Opinion.
Sieg Holmes — (junior) I read
Donald Black—(freshman) TarilOscar to see if he found out about ing the Tigers.
me and those blankets. Then I
O. M. Eaddy—(junior) I read
By BILL WADE
read about Holmes and the PershBy Their
Words ' before I read
ing Rifles.
FRIDAY, "DAYTIME WIFE"—It
D. J. Ross—(junior) That's all I Oscar even.
seems that Dallas promotes more
things than football games these
days.
Not the least among its
recent releases is Linda Darnell, the
sixteen-year-old that wowed everybody in "Hotel For Women". This
time Linda gets top billing with
Tyrone Power in another of the
wife vs. secretary affairs. Things
are pretty complicated with such
By GEORGE GOBLET
secretaries running around as Binnie Barnes and Wendy Barrie.
FIVE YEARS AGO
Warren William takes a good seconBlue Key issues first directory.
dary role, and delightfully awkward
Twelve hundred copies of the new
By JAMES E. SCHMIDT
Joan Davis is good for a hundred
laughs as she ambles through scene
I'm a Stranger Here Myself by Blue Key directory were issued
throughout the barracks last night.
after scene. Entertaining a plenty. Ogden Nast;
Little-Brown Co.;
Course in "Family" to be offerSATURDAY, "THE CISCO KID
280 pgs., $2.00.
ed. Dr. H. C. Brearly, head of the
AND THE LADY", Caesar Romero
department of sociology and psystarring. No previews available.
If the New Times Book Review chology, will
teach the course,
MONDAY, "MARRIED AND IN claims that Mr. Nash on anything which will be a two hour electLOVE"—All the critics seem to
ive, open to seniors.
rate this one as tops as far as and everything is as funny an
TEN YEARS AGO
dialogue and good acting are con- essayist in verse as J. K. ChesterRobert S. Millette, class of 21,
cerned. Barbara Reed and Alan son In prose of Mark Twain or
Marshall aren't big names, but they P. C. Wodehouse, then that should requested that a place be reserved
for his son, Robert Jr., in the class
really do show promise. Even an be sufficient recommendation for of 1946. Mr. W. H. Washington,
overworked theme as the man anyone. I will add, however, that registrar, has written the prospectchoosing between two loves is en- if you -have ever been fortunate ive student advising him that a
hanced by the abilities of these enough to hear poet Nash in the place will be reserved for him.
newcomers. Patric Knowles and flesh or over the air you will
A bill has been introduced for
Helen Vinson play nice supporting readily understand his vast follow- the building of a new agricultural
roles. Result: one of the most ing. His
eloquent
manner of building. An appropriation
of
entertaining films of the year.
speech, his broad field of subject $250,000 has been asked of the
TUESDAY, "GOLDEN BOY"— matter, cause his intimations with State Legislature for the buildClifford Odet's title role is played politicians, ethicists, and sociolo- ing.
by William Holden and in a most gists alike.
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
satisfactory manner. Holden is anThe Tiger has been receiving
Someone once said that
the
other Hollywood newcomer who
from daily papers throughout the
does himself proud in his first trouble with Ogden Nash's poems state, the alumni, and many other
is
that
you
stop
friends
and
screen role. His support is furnishsources, letters of praise for Dr. E.
ed by some of the old guard, strangers to quote your favorite to W. Sikes, new president of the
them,
and
they
insist
on
quoting
Adolphe Menjou, Barbara Stancollege.
wyke. Joseph Calleia and Edward their's first. He is one of the few
Several changes are being made
remaining
American
individualists
Brophy. Not the best of the week
in the office quarters in the Main
—he
says
what
he
wishes
about
but better than the average run.
building. The physics department
WEDNESDAY, "TRAPPED IN whoever he thinks deserves his * is being moved under the chapel
comments.
He
brings
reality
and
THE SKY"—No previews available.
i and the Commandant's offices are
American humor to a new high.
THURSDAY. "BALALAIKA"
to be put in the old physics
(pronounce bal a like er). Nelson
His philosophy and social atti- rooms.
Eddy makes this musical what it is tudes crack down on the most surTWENTY YEARS AGO
despite what propaganda rumors prising things. He tells of the comCharleston's club, "The Batteryabout the newest sensation, Ilona mercialism of Mother's Day, and I men", celebrated Lee's Birthday by
Massy. Nevertheless, Miss Massey the ideas concerning the common disposing of a large barrel of oyhas more talent wrapped up in more cold, and he lights into Big Jim sters.
New organization formed here.
of what it takes than any package Farley for being Postmaster Genwe have seen in a long time. The eral and doing everything else but j "The Busted Aristocrats", non
old setup of fallen Russian aristoc- his job. Of course, his is his own [ militant cadets, Just after the apracy who take the waiters and taxi opinion alone, but read what he ' pointments and disappointments
drivers jobs is used pretty effective- says in the beautiful manner and were made known, have formed
then j the club, which will compete with
ly with Llona and Nelson singing style in which he says it
I the well known "HAS Been*".laugh
the think.
their way to new stardom.

Shoot
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Winter W
Corps Revels In
Heaviest Snow
In Seven Years

i <

Snow balls flew fast and frollickIng reached a peak this week as
the Clemson campus, along with
most of the nation, shivered under a heavy blanket of snow.
The snow which began falling
early Tuesday morning continued
throughout most of the morning
and afternoon to reach a several
year record depth of more than
eight inches.
Beginning with
the soft fleecy
flakes early Tuesday, snow battles ' raged
on the campus all
week, with the momentum and
hardness of the pellets increasing
as the melting snow added water,
weight and hardness to the minute made artillery shells.
Snow battles however, were confined to out of the way places. An
order from the office of the commandant Tuesday stated that anyone having snow in college buildings, or anyone throwing snow at
college buildings will be busted ten
demerits.
But army or no army, the snow
flew. The. heaviest shell fire was
between the wings of the textile
buildin? and in the area in front
of the engineering building. Students layed books down on the
walks to exchange a couple of
shots with the enemy on the opposite walk, or pushed his ole lady
out of the way to make a round
ctf tfire from the snow on the
window sill to take a pot shot at
last years ole lady who was walking under the window.
A few Charleston boys and some
others who had never seen a major snow just went out to kick the
flakes around and even to sit down
in the fleece, A Georgia boy even
rolled over in the snow.
10

Ferrier Injured
By Fall On Ice
Dr. W. T. Ferrier, associate professor of agricultural economics,
fell in the snow Tuesday and injured his side. Dr. Lee
Milibrd,
college physician, said that the
effects were not serious.

Meet Your Friends
at

Crouch Links Tales Of Biblical
Times With Museum Collection
By JUDSON CHAPIN
Dr. Sydney Crouch, pastor of the
Presbyterian church, has gathered
in his house curios from every corner of the world. The house itself
is the museum, for every room is
filled with the atmosphere of the
East. The walls are hung with
tapestries, each having a thrilling
story behind it. The furnishings
and ornaments of the rooms once
decorated an Arsib chieftain's tent,
a princes tomb, or a cannibal's
hut.
Dr. Crouch was sent to Egypt in
1915 as a representative of the
foreign department of the International Committee of the Y.M.C.A.
He was there when the World War
broke out, and was attached to the
Australian
Imperial
Forces in
Egypt and Palestine. He saw active
service under General Allenby in
his advance on and capture of
Jerusalem, and stayed in Egypt until 1918. Dr. Crouch has been
around the world twice, collecting
his various curios.
The most interesting part of this
collection is the group of objects
brought from ine tombs of Egypt.
There is a most interesting story
connected with these articles.
When Joseph was in Egypt, at
the time of the seven-year famine,
he used large limestone caves as
granaries in which
to stave off
the famine. When the danger of
famine passed, the caves were deserted, and later taken over by
a prince to be used at his tomb For
hundreds or years the tombs of
the prince and his family lay hidden
in the desert wastes. The location
was known as the Valley of the
Kings.
It was not until just before the
great war that the tombs were
discovered by a- group of Italian
archeologists. They had just made
an entry into the tombs themselves
when word came that the war had
broken out and for them to return
to Italy at once. The archaeologists placed &n Arab guard over
the tomb, and told him that under
no circumstances would anyone be
allowed to enter. It was not long
after that that Dr. and Mrs. Crouch
came down the Nile on a house

Hoskins Visits
Clemson Campus*

Dr. E. R. Hoskins of the department of agricultural education at
Cornell spent the week-end of the
14th on the campus studying the
program in
agricultural used
here.
WELL KEPT TABLES
Dr. Hoskins is on Sabbatical
AT ALL TIMES
leave from Cornell, and is visit226 N. Main St.
ing the outstanding agricultural
schools in the nation studying the
Greenville, S. C.
program at each.
**********++»**+**++******4-+++*++»+m**+t+**++*+4+mt+t4*m,.

Pete's Billiard
Parlor

| boat.
They had heard about the Valley
of Kings, and decided to loo's it
over. They soon found the Arab
guard and asked to be allowed to
go into the tomb. With a little persuasion, and the equivalent of fifty
cents, they wert allowed to enter.
They were practically the first human beings to go inside these
tombs in thousands of years. Dr.
and Mrs. .Crouch gathered up as
much of the" relics as they could
oonviently carry, and they are to
be seen today in the glass case in
Dr. Crouch's home.
The relics brought back are
mummy wrappings, part of the coffin, a head rest for the body, various bits of jewelry, little wooden
statuettes, and some pieces of the
eldest pottery known to man. Dr.
Crouch also brought back a mummy's head, but on the way home
it began to spoil, and had to be
buried.
As Dr. and Mrs. Crouch were
shout to leave, Mrs. Crcajch noticed
that the guard had a little son.
She offered to buy him from the
guard, but he said it could not be
done. The next day, the guard
showed up at their hotel with the
little boy, and asked if she still
wanted to buy him. Mrs. Crouch
gave the man his price of fifty cents
and told the man to take his boy
home and raise him decently.
Dr. Crouch alsa has a collection
of war relics taken from the Turkish battle fields.
The tapestries were given to Dr.
Crouch by a young man who had
fled from his home. The Turks had
ruthlessly killed his little daughter,
and would have killed the rest of
the' family if they had not escaped.
They came to Egypt, but he could
not find work, and his family was
starving. Dr. Crouch found him,
and for some time helped him with
money. Then the young man heard
of work up the Nile. He borrowed
the carfare from Dr. Crouch, and
in return gave him these beautiful
tapestries.
Dr. Crouch said he
could not accept such a valuable
present, and would keep them until
he returned. The young man never
returned.
1

Bonner Predicts
Business Growth

Indications of improving business conditions in south Carolina
were this week noted by Lane D.
Bonner, Supervisor of the state
business and industrial census,
which is now being conducted by
his department.
Mr. Bonner who was at ciemson for the dedication of the new
postoffice building said that the
most cheerful facts brought out
by the census was the greatly increasing number of new businesses
in the state and the almost entire freedom labor troubles.
"It is amazing that so many new
small businesses have been established in South Carolina in the
last few years," Mr. Bonner said,
"This is a profound proof that the
v**************************************************************! people of the dtate are eager to
invest money with the hope of a
reasonable return."
"A member of major new industrial plants have been attracted to the state because of
the lack of labor agitation," Mr.
Bonner said.
The current census, Mr. Bonner
said, is expected to be he most reliable national
industrial and
business survey ever compiled. It
will, among other things, show the
purchasing power of any area, will
show where the money is spent.
Mr. Bonner gave as an example of
the efficiency of the survey a man
who wanted to build a filling station. He could write the census
bureau and .finl out the potential
capacity of a number of areas and
establish the business in the area
which was most adaptable.
Mr. Bonner will also be in
charge of the housing census and
the population census, both of
wh>h will be taken later this
year.
The population census will be
started April. 2 and is expected to
be completed in less than
three
weeks.

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
_AT—

SULLIVA1VT
HARDWARE CO.

1 ^1

Anderson, South Carolina

ORDER YOUR FLOWERS
—for—

MID-WINTERS

By MITCHELL SIMMONS

DISTRIBUTORS: There job is to distribute 5,5fr0 copies of The Tiger each week to students, alumni, and friends. Shown are Sam
Davis, left, adn Hoyt Langford, circulation and distribution managers, respectively.

Clemson Agronomy Department
Aids Soil Improvement Program
Through South Carolina Farmers
By H. W. HOIAIS
In view of ■ the fact that soil
conditions in South Carolina have
been unfavorable to the growth of
plants the department of agronomy has been for several years
conducting soil testing experiments
to determine what has been ailing
the soil and why, and how its
deficiencies can be corrected.
Dr.
W. R. Paden, agronomist
of the experiment station staff in
charge of the testing, said that
farmers have been sending samples of 'their soil to be tested for
acidity, phosphorous and potassium
requirements, and for available
manganese, magnesium and aluminum.
During the
last year
12,261
samples of soil were tested. These
were sent by farmers all over the
state requesting information in
regards to fertilizer reccommendations for the specific crop to be
grown on their land. Smaller portions were received from very deficient soils growing various crops.
The samples, Dr. Paden said,
were representative
of
cotton
fields, corn, oats, soybean, truck,
pastures and strangely enough,
golf courses. He said that samples to be tested should be taken
from each general soil condition
represented. In respect to garden
and flower beds one sample is
sufficient. Samples from larger
fields should be gathered from

PHILADELPHIA, PA. — (£>)—The
position
of the college faculty
member in his institution and his
community at last has been defined and made definite.
At the annual meeting here of
the Association of American Colleges, delegates voted in favor of
a special report which said:
"The college or university teacher is a citizen, a member of a
learned profession, and an officer
of an educational institution. When
he speaks or writes as' a citizen,
he should be free from institutional censorship
or discipline, but
his special position in the community imposes special obligations.
"As a man of learning and an
educational officer, he should remember that the public may judge
his profession and his institution
by his utterances. Hence he should
at all times be accurate, should
exercise
appropriate
restraint,
should show respect for the opinions of others, and should make
every effort to indicate that he is
not an institutional spokesman.
In the section of the report devoted to academic freedom, the
special
committee
said:
"The
teacher is entitled to freedom in
the classroom
in discussing hjs
subject, but he should be careful
not to introduce into his teaching controversial matter which has
no relation to the subject limitations of academic freedom because
of religous or other aims of the
institution, should be clearly stated in writing at the time of the
appointment" of a faculty member.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MANLY WRIGHT
Room 3-331

Tests have proven that we have the most durable

Agent for Wakefield's Flowers

uniforms.

several places in such a way as to
represent the entire area.
The
samples should be placed in half
pint ice cream containers, labeled specifically, and sent to Clemson College.
The acidity test Dr. Paden uses
is the glass electrode method, the
sample being placed in a container through which an electric
current is passed. For potash tests
a weak solution of extracting acid
has proved to be the best test and
for phosphorous the blue color
method is used. Information concerning each test is sent to the
farmer along -with
recommendations for correcrting the soil fault.
Dr. Paden's test
have been
gradually increasing during the
past years and it is evident that
many more will
be made -this
year.
Considering the facts that soil
conditions in South Carolina are
becoming more and more alarming; that many plants are not
adapted to our acid soil, and that
farmers have been
bearing the
brunt of our soil faults, it is evident that Dr. Paden and his coworkers have found the solution
that has bothered South Carolina
agriculturists
for
a number of
years and by using this free service of the experiment
station
much can be done toward improving the poor yields that have been
ours in the past.

College Association Baptist Students
Defines Position Of Present Program
College Professors
The Clemson B. S. TJ. deputation

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND CO.

—from—

LaMaster Tours
Sand Hill Farm

Gavel Steeped In Tradition
Will Open Democratic Meet

team gave a program at the Williamstorr Baptist church Sunday.
Bob Arington, president, spoke
on "Christ and Individual Needs,"
Ed Switzer on "Christ and World
Needs," and Tillie
Haywood on
"Christ and Church Needs of the
Present Day."
Ben Spearman, depuation chairman, was In charge.

Holroyd Receives
Architect Prize
In the recent junior architectural
design contest R. E. Holroyd won
first place. T. E. Goodson, J. W.
Epps,
T. L. Kivett, and John
Tracy Powers all tied for second
place.
A memorial stairway was the
design problem.

Peterson Returns
From Newberry Job
Mr. M. J.
Peterson, assistant
agricultural
economist, returned
here Saturday --after spending the
last
few months in Newberry
county doing
research work in
farm management. Mr. j. D. Kinard, assistant to Mr. Peterson, will
stay in Newberry until March 1
to complete the work.
Mr. Peterson and Mr. H. A.
White, assistant agricultural economist, will start work immediately on a farm management, survey of one
hundred
and fifty
farms in Anderson county.

Shadows of another century will
fall over the National Democratic
covention later this year when the
session is opened to choose a
presidential and vice presidental
candidate.
For the Convention on this year
will be opened by National Committee Chairman Jim Parley, with
a gavel made
from the wood
taken from a beam of the Pendleton Farmers hall, the oldest farmers /organization in the ' cfuntry
still functioning.
The gavel, a1 highly laquered job
turned from the seasoned oaken
beams of the old society hall which
was built before the War Beteen
the States, was presented to Mr.
Farley by Congressman Butler B.
Hair at the dedication of the
Clemson post office here this
week.
J. B. Douthit, member of the
Clemson board of trustees, and
president of the society, gave the
gavel to Congressman Hare for the
presentation.
Mr. Farley, in recognition of the
gift said, "By the grace of God
I hope to open the
National

Agricultural Leaders Methodists Attend
Confer Here Friday Dramatics Class
Under-Secretary of Agriculture
M. L. Wilson will head a delegation
of agricultural leaders who will
visit South Carolina Friday and
Saturday of this week. The group,
consisting of representatives of all
the outstanding New Deal agencies,
will spend Friday in Aiken and will
come here Saturday. While here
they will hold a series of meetings,
to discuss land use planning.

Nicholson Visits
Clemson Campus
Major L. W. Nicholson, executive officer in charge of the B
district
Civilians
Conservation
Corps of the southern district,
visited the campus for a short
while this week while he was stopping at the Clemson CCC camps,
just beyond the Seneca river. J. F.
Gregory, CCC chaplain for this
district came here with Major
Nicholson.
University of Vermont has a
special student ski patrol to supervise the running of ski races and
to aid injured skiers.

Several Clemson students and
campus folk attended the Clemson - Seneca area Christian workers training class held at Seneca
church January 14-19.
Mrs. E. I. Terry, of Rock Hill,
taught the class of 100 people. The
theme was "Dramatics »in Christian Education."
Clemsonians
receiving credit
were Cadets O'neil Jacobs,
Jack
Lytton, G. S. Thompson and L. C.
Vereen and Mrs. Gaston Gage,
Mrs. G. G. Henry and Mrs. J. T.
Wigington.
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Tuxedos Are
0, K." For The
Mid-Winter
Dance

Why rent a tuxedo when
you can buy an "O. P. O."
tuxedo or
g« jg
suit for
y JL3

Mayos Tuxedos are
• 100% WOOL
• Liberal hand tailored
• Lapels and facing are
made by Skinner
• As handsome as the
higher priced ones—
• Slims and regulars
• Double and Single
breasted

$

I5

ROYAL CROWN
COLA
On Sale at the Canteen
and Everywhere Else

NEHI
BOTTLING CO.

Mayo's

Anderson, S. C.
"Buck Barton"

At The O. P. O. Sign

Greenville, S. C.

MEXICAN HUARACHES
Clemson's 2,215 Cadets Cut A Clean Figure . . .

$1 99

WHY?
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

EVERY PAIR IMPORTED
The Zopotean Indians in Mexico
weave this comfortable flat-heel Huarache entirely by hand from thoners
of steer-hide leather
note the
clever and varying designs worked
into the leather on the vamps of every pair . . . many hours of careful
toiling" in every pair.

The Steerhide Huarache is
stocked the entire year in all sizes.
SIZES
Women's and Children's, 1 to 10.
Boys' 1 to 6. Men's 4 to 13. *
Widths Narrow, Medium, Wide.
Color is Natural Steerhide Turning Darker with Wear.
The Huarache makes an ideal sport or
iouse shoe.

The Clemson College Laundry
ON THE STAGE IN PERSON

EDDIE DUCHIN
and his orchestra and entertainment
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 31ST

j—' SPECIAL ATTENTION TO -j
MAIL ORDERS.

CAROLINA

Mail orders filled uny where. Add
!JOe postage. Cheeks and money
orders accepted. WK ALSO SHIP
G. O. D.
HOW TO OKDEK: Send an outline of the stocking foot or mention slz* of shoes now wearing. We
have remarkable success fitting
Hnai-aehes by mail. However, we
make exchange's when necessary.

SUnnsSl

THEATER—GREENVILLE
PLUS FULL SCREEN PROGRAM

DOLLAR DAYS

STORE

HOUSTON, TEXAS
South'« L.rgest Importers of Steerhide Huaraches

Richard Ruble Refrigeration Co.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES

That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Democratic Convention, In the city
in which it may be held with this
gavel."
And as the National party chairman opens the
meeting with
sharp raps on the desk at a convention to choose a candidate to
lead the country out of the depression and through the new
world war, the echo will ring back
to the pre-ciyh war days when
John C. Calhoun, one of the earliest members of the Pendleton
Farmers Society was leading a
campaign for secession of South
Carolina from the Union.
Or
back to Thomas
Green
Clemson, the son-in-law of Mr.
Calhoun, another
leader of the
Pendleton society and one of the
first men to advocate the founding of a national system of agricultural and mechanical colleges.
Both Mr. Clemson and Mr. Calhoun might well turn over in their
graves when the gavel made from
the wood of their old hall is used
to
open a convention
which
might shape the destiny of the
United States, just as old John
Calhoun was highly instrumental
in shaping the destiny of the nation a cetury ago.

Professor Lamaster of the Dairy
department has been at the Sand
Hill experiment station to inspect
the Dairy project there. S. L. Cathcart, dairy graduate of '21, is in
charge of the work and assisted
Professor Lancaster in his inspection.

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
JANUARY 26 & 27
CHINA—POTTER^—AND GLASS
ON SALE
JUST 2 DAYS*BE HERE

ENECA HARDWARE CO.
SENECA, S. C.

PHONE NO. 97

Better Be Getting That Best Girl Or The Ole Lady's Sister Lined Up
With Mid-Winter dances just two weeks away
You'd better get ready for smooth swing and sway
That Osborne is good, there's no lie to this
So wire that girl here's one she can't miss.

FOR

MID-WINTERS

If she is snaking just let it pass

DANCES

Prove you can also frequent the grass
With slow leaks and flat-tires out of the race
You must have a date to keep up your face

FEATURES: WILL OSBORN'S SWEET AND SWINGY MUSIG-IABMRA BUSH SINGING—CLEMSON DANCING

Remember The Dates...February 9th & 10th...The Week-End After Exams
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BIG JIM FARLEY, EATS, TALKS AND SHAKES HANDS
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Clemson played host to Postmaster James Farley and a
group of accompanying notables Monday, dedication
day for Clemson's new $75,000 post office. Mr. Farley
arrived at the Calhoun station at 6:30 a. m., was met by
a party of students, college officials, and politicos and
taken to the trustee house where he met people and ate

breakfast. This page shows part of the day as Mr. Farley spent it. Top pictures are of the Clemson corps passing in review, and the reviewing stand notables, left to
right: Claude Sapp, district attorney; Governor Burnet
Maybank, Mr. Farley, Dr. Enoch W. Sikes, and Cadet

Colonel Alex Graham. The two pictures in the middle of
the page are, (left) the handshaking ceremony (where
the entire corps passed single file and shook the postmaster general's hand) and (right), the postmaster general with Governor Burnet Maybank. President George
McMillan, of Clemson Blue Key, is in the background.

Bottom row pictures are, (left), of the handshaking file,
fend (right), a posed photo of Captain J. D. Harcombe,
.Clemson's most prominent Republican, with Mr. Farley,
America's leading Democrat. (All photos by Tiger Staff
photographers Bob Hubb Hufford and Robert Taylor.)
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State Sports Editor Boosts New Addition To Tiger Coaching Staff
NORMAN MODEST
GENTLEMAN,
FENNELL SAYS
By ABE FENNELL
(Sports Editor, The State)
A. W. ("Rock") Norman, Clemson's new varsity basketball and
track coach, who will also coach
freshman football, will be a splendid and valuable addition to the
coaching staff.
It has been our privilege to
know Coach Norman for 19 years.
We reported to him then, in the
fall of 1920, at Bailey Military Institute, in Greenwood, a green kid
who didn't know the' difference
between a tailback and an assistant trainer.
In the ensuing years he has been
a constant inspiration to us. His
advice and friendship have been a
■great help to his former students,
many of whom developed into
outstanding athletes at various
schools.
WAS GREAT ATHLETE
Rock Norman was one of the
greatest athletes of his time, but
you'll have a hard time getting
him to tell you about it. Back in
1920, he had just returned from
France, where he served as an
artillery officer in the World War.
After the war he participated in
the Inter-Allied games and was
one of the outstanding performers there. He *was one of the greatest basketball players of all time
—and can still take most of the
youngsters over the hurdles on
the hardwood.
He was a great
football player, too/ yet, to talk to
him, ycu would never guess that
he had ever
seen
a basketball
court, a running track or a football field. He is a graduate of
Roanoke college in Virginia.
When
Coach
Norman
left
Bailey, we were among the boys he
called into a classroom and told
of his departure.
That was
a
scene that we shall never forget
and would hesitate to'describe.
The Rock went to Furman with
Bill Laval and later came to Carolina with the Old Fox. Then, when
Laval left Carolina, Norman went
to The Citadel.
GOOD RECORD
There is lfttle need for us to
speak of his records. In our book
he is the most resourceful basketball coach in the country and one
of the outstanding track mentors.
Clemson will like Norman. He is
familiar
with military life and
loves to work with boys. Everwhere he has coached he has
been respected and loved by the
students as well as the athletes.
When and
if Coach Norman
reads this, he will probably go
hunting for
our
scalp, for he
doesn't, like to have people praise
him too much. We think of him as
one of our friends and. being a
graduate of The Citadel, hated to
see him leave there. But we feel
he has something to give Clemson and that the association between Clemson and Norman will
be a pleasant one and that, with
Norman at the helm, Clemson's
basketball and track teams will
continue to rank with the -topnotchers
of the South—which
means with the best in the country.

By J. S. MACE
It's another Tiger, another Tiger staff, and another columnist to write Trailing the Tigers. Since being told of our
advancement to Sports Editor, we've been looking back over
some old Tigers to see exactly who the other columnists
were and what sort of columns they wrote. And frankly,
we were dismayed to see such an array of famous names,
and such a fine display of talent in their columns. Ever
since Joe Sherman inaugurated Trailing the Tigers way
back in 1933, there has been one long succession of brilliant writers. Smart, Lewis, Cheves, Cantey, M'Gee, and finally Arthur Williams, whom we succeeded. It seems a
hopeless job to try to maintain, the high standards they set
in their columns and we- feel sure that it is beyond our
power.to accomplish, but we're going to do our best, no
matter how small, to try to make this column as interesting and amusing for our readers as our successees have
done. Here's hoping you won't get too bored.
BOXING
The boxing team is on its way. From the results of the
series of fights with P. C. and the improvement shown over
the Miami fights, the mittmen are really going to town.
With as able and as improved a crew as Berry, Dreisbach,
Ross, Rion, and company, Coach Jones should be able to
pilot the Tigers into and through the Southern Conference
with a minimum'of losses.
Rion. is the most improved fighter on the team. Last
year Aubrey was off and on. When he was right, there
was no touching him, but he was seldom right. Now, it
looks as if "Gentleman Jim" Aubrey has it for keeps. In
both of his fights this year, he. has beaten his opponent decisively. Probably because of his perfect condition due to
football practice, Aubrey is able to step with the best o£
'em. Further, he steps in and out so fast that his opponent
is usually left swinging at the air. In spite of fast figthing
for three rounds, Rion always seems just as fresh at the
end of a fight as he did at the beginning.
Another star ringman who is destined to go places is
Kenney Dorn, sophomore brother of the '38 Southern Conference champion, Russell Dorn. Kenny uses the same
style as his brother, and, if anything, is faster and harder
punching.
"Joe Palooka" Wilson also gives a good account of
himself in the ring. Rather light for a heavyweight—he
weighs 185—Wilson usually has to spot his man anywhere
from fifteen to thirty pounds, and still whales the tar out
of him to win.
Lauren Dreisbach, Edgar Ross, and Harvey Ferguson
can always be depended upon to give a good acount of
themselves, to say nothing of scrappy little Milton Berry
captain of the team this year,
A couple of weeks ago we were out at the fieldhouse
watching the boxers spar around a bit. One freshman in
particular took our eye. He was a heavy-weight fighter and
was boxing with an upperclassman member of the team.
Time after time the freshman stepped in, jabbed, stepped
back, and let his opponents return blow whistle harmlessly
through space. His footwork was clever and certain, his
punches fast and hard, his guard practically invincible. In
other words, he was a real fighter. Of course he needs polishing in spots, but the basic principles are there, and he
certainly looks like a sure thing for the varsity team next
year. His name? Oh, yes, Gerhardt Bruggeman, a former
high school boxing star from Charleston.
COACH DAVIS LOST A HAT
Coach Joe Davis has lost a hat. In fact, he's lost two
hats, and if the Tiger basketeers 'keep on the rampage as
they have been doing, he's likely to lose several more. It
happened this way:
The cagemen, with their star center, Banks M'Fadden,
By GUS WHAM
out in Dallas with the football team, were slow, listless,
When
the Tiger football band
and dull in playing their early season games. Coach Davis wagon, smothered
in potential Allwas stumped. He didn't know -what to do. He had tried Americans, rolls out onto Riggs field
talking to the boys, begging them, pleading with them; it for the annual spring practice
was all no use. They just wouldn't play ball. Then he hit. session, the gentleman in the driver's seat will be none other tran
upon a bright idea. He offered to give a new hat to every likeable
Frank Howard, Clemson
player who scored twenty or more points in a game with newly appointed football mentor.
the understanding that a player could win only one hat.
Pigskin fans throughout the
Coupled with that announcement. Bonnie Banks returned South need no introduction to the
coach, for the job he has
to the line-up. Result? Well,'see for yourself, ,68 points new
turned in at Tigertown in moldagainst Furman, 66 against N. C. State, one hat to M'Fad- ing great forward walls for the
den, one to Buchanan. All Coach Davis needs now is for Bengals has given him well earnCoyle, Lancaster, and Moorman to make twenty points. ed publicity. One could haunt gridThen there'd be a full house of new hats. But Davis doesn't irons from now until the Rock of
Gilbralta crumbles and falls and
seem to mind buying the hats. His players are winning never find a better line than the
games now and that's all that counts.
one built by Coach Howard the
And speaking of basketball reminds us that the Tigers past season. It goes without 'saying
are on their way to the top. Right now they're fifth in the that the Tiger's magnificient defense was greatly responsible for
conference, but they've come a long way since the first of Clemson's blossoming 'into the nathe season, and they are clicking now. Second only to Wake tional football spotlight. , Coac.i
Forest in total points scored. Clemson looks like it's going to Leahy praised the work of the
give the top teams a run for their money. Yes, they lost to Tiger's line immediately after th^
funeral march had been played for
Duke the past week-end, but even the best teams have the proud Eagles by saying that the
their losing games and that one seemd to be Clemson's.
Cotton Bowl game was the first
game in which his line had been
RAT BASKETBALL
Rat basketball has hit a new high at Clemson this year. outplayed. AH of which goes to show
that Frank Howard's prestige as aWith one of the best freshman squads in the state, Coach great scholar of football has been
Randy Hinson expects to turn over several men to the well established.
Coach Howard learned his footvarsity team next year. Rats Chipley, Craig, and others sureball while playing for three years
ly look like varsity material.
as varsity guard on the strong
SWIMMINC
eleven of the University of AlaIt's just about time for swimming season to start. The bama, During his stay at Tuscamermen are already practicing in the "Y" pool, and from loosa, he was a mainstay in the
the looks of the swimmers, we'd say that Clemson is going famous forward walls constructed
by Wallace Wade. After graduatto have another cracker jack team. With co-captains John ing,
he came to Clemson with Jess
M'Knight and Everette Martin to lead he way, and with Neely and was immediately assuch able followers as Little Holtzy, Ben M'Knight, and signed the task of grooming the
Stuart Ehrhardt, the team should do as well as they did Tiger's line. Though a hard driver
last .year, even if that is aiming pretty high.

Howard Is Able
And Popular,
Writer Declares

WELL, FOLKS HERE HE IS—Oscar, THE" Oscar, dear readers,
during- the past semester has been none other than Dangerous
"Pop" Eadon, the Manning flash! If he's stepped too heavily on
any toes, he's sorry. "Pop" said to announce that he used to room
In 8-401, but he's just moved and can be found infrequently in
any of the eight barracks.
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Bengal Mittmen
Trounce P. C.
Blue Hosemen

Big Attractions
On Schedule For
Saturday Night

Clemson College's aquatic stars
make their 1940 debut against
Emory University on February 7
at Atlanta, Georgia. According to
Coach P. B. Holtzendor, prospects
are encouraging for the coming
season. Although
some of
the
standouts of last years' crack team
were lost via the graduation route,
a capable bunch of newcomers
should be able to replace these
losses.
Lettermen from last year's team
not
returning
include Benton
Young, captain of last year's team.
Bob Bailey. Don Hutchinson and
Richard Culton. Returning from
last year's team are lettermen J.
S. Eberha'rdt, J. C. McKnight, and
Hoby Holtzendorff. This, array of
talent includes some .of the best
college swimmers of the nation.
This year's squad is led by CpCaptains Everett Martin and John
McKnight and with some able assistance from other members of
the team, the Clemson
mermen
should splash to another Southern
Conference title this year.
The schedule for the coming season follows:
Feb. 7 Emory University at
Atlanta, Georgia.
Feb. 16 Maryville College at
Maryville, Tennessee.
Feb. 17 University of Tennessee at Knovville.
Feb. 23 University of Tennesse at Clemson.
Feb. 24 Georgia Tech at
Clemson.
March 1-2 SOUTHERN CONFERENCE MEET AT CHAPEL HILL
March 7 University of Georgia at Clemson.
March 9 SOUTH CAROLINA
STATE MEET AT UNIVERSITY OF S. C.
March 9 A. A. U. Meet at
University of North Carolina.
March 12 University of Georgia at Athens, Georgia.
March 28, 29, 30 NATIONAL
INTERCOLLEGIATE MEET AT
YALE, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

The Tiger boxing team that met
Presbyterian College, Blue Stockings in a terrifically fought bout
.at Clinton last Saturday, showed
a great improvement over the team
that boxed Miami a couple of
weeks ago. The mittmen semed to
have gained the needed confidence
and displayed excellent form as
they wallooed the p. C. scrappers
7-1.
Milton Beery, the captain of the
Clemson ring team, did an excellent bit of fighting, and easily
decisioned Buchan, Presbyterian's
ace bantamweight.
Kenny Dorn, the little -Bengal
fighter with the submarine attack,
tied with Coleman of the
Blue
Hose in a scrappy featherweight
bout.
Edgar Ross, the Tiger's K. O.
king, battered Kaylor,
through
three rounds to win a decision in
the 135 pound class.
Clemson's southpaw
slugger,
Lauren
Dreisbach.
swapped
bunches with Sutton in an evenly matched event that ended in
a tie for these excellent junior
welterweights.
Sutch Greene. in his first fight
of the year, was victor in a fast
bout with Mitchell of P. C. They
fought in the 155 pound class.
Aubrey Rion, the collegiate boxer with professional form, combined excellent footM#ork with accurate timing to overcome Kee of
the Blue Hose in one of the prettiest fights of the season. Rion,
one of Clemson's ace football halfbacks, is in the peak of condition
and this, is his second victory of
the season. He fights in the middleweight class.
In the 175 pound class, Ferguson, a staunch, heavy built boxer from Clemson, defeated Erwin
by a decision.
Warren
Wilson, a Tiger of 195
pounds, took the
decision
from
Buie in the heavyweight class.
These powerful boys really swing
a punch that is a punch.
The next match for the Bengals leather pushers will be with
V. P. I. at the Clemson house
Saturday.

Probably the toughest athletic
contests the Clemson Tigers will
have to compete in this yesr are
to be run off in the fieldhouse
this Saturday night. While the
Bengals cagemen are fighting if
out with the University of Maryland the team we beat in the finals
of the Southern Conference tournament last year, the boxers will
be (preparing to meet the mittmen from Virgiinia Tech.
The basketball team is expected
to have plenty of stiff competition on its hands from the Unlveristy boys who are rated even
stronger, than they were last yesa\
Immediately after the basketball
game. Clemson meets the Tech-men
in what should be a thrillerdiller of a boxing match. Virginia
Tech has pracvically the same
group of fighters as last year, and
are expected to furnish the fans
with as exciting a series of matches
as has e,ver been fought at Clemson.

Neely Addresses
Brotherhood Of
Campus Leaders
Coach Jess Neely spoke at the
monthly meeting of Tiger Brotherhood Wednesday night in the clubroom.
Neely, who leaves February 1 for
Rice University where he has accepted a position as head coach,
related several amusing incidents
from the Cotton Bowl game with
Boston College and thanked the
Clemson students for the support
he lias received here. He then
praised the sportsmanship and spirit of Clemson supporters and predicted a successful future for Clemson athletics under Coach Frank
Howard.
Neely said, "It's hard to leave
Clemson where we have, so many
friends. I hope, however, that I'm
doing the best thing. Someday I
hope that I can return to Clemson
and find that the same spirit
still exists."
Crawford B. Lawton, president,
thanked Coach Neely on behalf of
Tiger Brotherhood for the services
he has rendered to Clemson during
his nine year stay.
BRENAU CLEMSONIAN—
Miss Wylene Pool, daughter of
Colonel Herbert M. Fool, Commandant and- a freshman at Brenau
College was apointed to serve on
a literary committee to select fifty
modern novels to be purchased by
the college for freshman English
courses.
and consistent worker, his outstanding personality has made him
a favorite among the players and
fans as ' well. Immediately after
the resignation of Coach Neely had
been publicized, it was rumoied
that Howard wouid be the one to
fill his shoes and numerous players expressed the opinion that tney
were all for his promotion.
Anyone
with
an
ounce
of
gray matter under his hat will tell
you that if a coach wishes to b»;
a success, he must cultivate the
friendship of' the boys who must
do the hard work.
So next season when the Tigers
renew their football
feuds. Mr.
Football Fan can rest assured that
the members of the '40 edition of
the Clemson Tigers will not be lacking in speed, power, and a sound
knowledge of how the game called football should be played.
When the season's
over and
there's nothing left but the gossip and after-dinner speeches, this
writer is willing to predict that
Coach Howard's first squad will
have hung up a record as great, if
not greater than the diamondstudded one of the past season.

ALFRED T. SMITH Says .. ,
"You'll find just the thing
for Mid-Winter dances. They
will be priced to meet your
approval."

ECKERD'S
OF GREENVILLE
Any size roll of films developed and printed ...
3c EXTRA FOR MAIL ORDERS
213 N. MAIN ST.

Clemson Tankmen
Make Debut Soon
Against Emory U

GREENVILLE

ALFRED T. SMITH
•In the Busy
^200 Block .

Stanley Lancaster, above, will play a leading role in the double
header basketball-boxing carnival at Clemson Saturday night when
the Tiger cagers clash with Maryland and the Bengal boxers meet
Virginia Tech. The basketball game brings together again the
1939 Southrn Conference cage finalists. The ring bouts pit-. Clemson with the veteran Gobbler fighters, expected to be the most serious threat to Maryland's Conference boxing crown this year.
3

Clemson Cagers
Occupy Fourth
Place In Loop
Piloted by Banks McFadden,
Clemson's ever popular ail-American basketeer, and sparked by the
three game winning streak, the
Tiger quintet took on two foes last
week, defeating N. C. State, and
losing to Duke's Blue Devils. Both
of these teaims are in the Southern Conference and Clemson now
ranks fifth in the lineup.
The N. C. State game was a
grand one. The ole' leather sphere
bounded furiously back and forth;
first in Clemson's possession, then
in the hands of the Wolf pack. The
Tigers took advantage of every
break and overpowered their opponents 48-38.
The Bengal boys
next battled
the Blue Devils of Duke in a game
which ended the series of victories
that Clemson was so proud of.
Although the fellows did some nice
playing, they weren't up to par,
and the tilt, ended with Clemson
on the short end of a 49-54 score.
Banks
McFadden and "Dude"
Buchanan starred for the Tigers
in both clashes. Banks, Clemson's
center who missed .several early
season tilts because of footbali,
ranks third in the race for high
scorer in the Sauthern Conference. He has 78 points to his credit
and has played only 5
games.
"Dude" ranks fourth with 77 points
in 6 conference games. They're
both excellent players and deserve a lot of credit for their splen-

Central High School
Hears Talk By Ward
Dr. J. E. Ward, professor of govj ernment, spoke at Central High
School last Friday. His subject
was "Robert E. Lee, the Man",
He discussed the characteristics
| of Lee's life, including duty, spirit
of self denial, kindness, modesty
and humility.
"Lee's character was built on
these points, and they formed the
keynote of his life." Dr. Ward
said.

Have Something
To Remember

Almost totally blind since the age
of 10. a Keuka College student has
written a new psychology book in
Braille.

Rat Basketeers
Continue Wins
The freshman basketeers led byMarion Craig, their outstanding*
lorwanl, are making a desperated
attempt to prove their basketball
qualities. The baby bengals with
Randy Hinson as coach, advance
several steps when they take on
such teams as Sumpter, Greenville, Furman frosh, and any other
team that does not mind a good
scratching.
Coaish Hinson said that the material was better this year than it
has been in years. Last year the
varsity team won the Southern
Conference Title, and, as a result, more boys came out for practice this year. About 12 of the 40
boys seem to be of good material.
Among these are Craig, Chipley,
Lambrakos. Milford. Moise, Freeny, Wright, and Woods. The two
leading prospects are Craig and
Chipley, who have
led in the
scoring of every game.
The team has played five games
and lost only one. The scores of
the games are as follows:
Visitors Clemson
Anderson .c.
23
25
Anderson
10
35
N. Georgia State
28
37
Greenville
.... ....24
35
Parker....
48
42
Few games are scheduled. but
Coach Hinson says that the team
will play about twenty games with
high school and Frosh teams.

Mid-Winters

"A Complete Printing Service"

By

ELECTRIC CITY
PRINTING COMPANY
Est.—1920
W. Benson St.
Anderson, S. C.

Get Bob Hufford To
Photo You And
Your Date

2
DURING MID-WINTERS EAT AT
■

THE COLLEGE CAfE
SAVE WITH MEAL TICKETS
$3.25 TICKET FOR
$5.50 TICKET FOR

»

$3.00
$5.00

THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN
ALWAYS AJPLEASURE TO SERVE YOU
EVERYTHING IN GOOD HARDWARE

SULLIVATVT

did records.
Clemson is leading the state race
with one victory and no defeats.
Presbyterian College is runnerup
with four wins and one defeat.

HARDWARE'CO.

11

GREENVILLE, S. C.

VALENTINE DAY
is
February

4th

WE WILL HAVE ON DISPLAY SOON A COMPLETE
LINE OF VALENTINES
VALENTINE CANDIESWHITMAN'S • NUNN ALL Y'S
AND NORRIS

L, C. Martin
Drug Company, Inc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store
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Carnegie Music Society Hall To Be Opened For Student Use Soon
Also Adaptable
For Broadcasts
The Carnegie Music Society hall
will be completed and ready for
use next week, Professor John Paul
Lucas, faculty adviser said this
week.
Approximately $750 was obtained
from the college contingency fund
for this project and a storeroom in
the basement of the library building was renovated for this purpose. It has been sound-proofed
and
finished in a modernistic
manner.
This project was made possible
largely through the efforts of Dr.
Enoch W. Sikes, Clemson president, and Professor Lucas.
A reception will be held next
week, at which time the library
of records and equipment will be
dedicated to the use of the student body for programs and private enjoyment.
Since its receipt,
the
costly
equipment
which
the
society
obtained from the Andrew Carnegie
Foundation has been .kept in
the literary society hall in the
main building. The removal of
these fixtures to the new quarters
will return the hall to the forensic groups for their exclusive use.
The library of records has been
supplemented by this fund.
John Harvey, president of the
music society said, "we are indeed
fortunate to receive such an excellent hall, and we feel that this
will do much to advance our program of fostering music appreciation groups on the campus. We plan
to invite music groups from neighboring colleges over to share our
programs.
Judson Chapin, prominent member of the society, was ■ very en. thusiastic over the new room. Said
Chapin, "It's divine."

All-Church Social
Sponsored By "Y"
About fifty Clemson men and a
dozen young ladies
from the
campus enjoyed a social at the
Presbyterian church last Saturday night.
The recreation was led by Ed
Young of the Baptist church, Don
Wentzel, Presbyterian, and L. C.
Vereen, Methodist.
The high spot of the evening's
program was the short talk made
by Dr. s. W. Grafflin, visiting lecturer ' from white Plains, N. Y.
The Y. M. C. A. sponsored the
social and provided
the refreshments and an "open house" afterwards.
The refreshments were
served by a committee of ladies
from the Presbyterian church led
by Mrs. David Barnett.

McKissick Letter
Is Noble Gesture
Of Sportsmanship

1

BEAUTIFUL BARBARA BUSH: She's the fair damsel whose job
Is singing when she comes to town, or rather to Clemson, Feb. 9
and 10 with Will Osborne and his orchestra. If she's as easy on the
ears as she is on the eyes, even the music lovers will enjoy her
appearance here.

Proposal To Allow Finland Use
U. S. War Debt Payments For War
Approved By Nation's Students
By JOE BELDON, Editor
Student Opinion Surveys
AUSTIN, Texas, Jan. 24 — Although college students have often
shown an emphatic desire to keep
the United States neutral, a nation-wide poll completed last week
reveals that sympathy for Finland
is great enough for a majority of
them to approve of American loans
to the only nation that has kept
up its war debt payments.
Specifically, 62 per cent of the
collegians answered "yes" to the
question, "Should Congress allow
Finland
to draw on her latest
World War payment to the United
States?" This study of sentiment
in the American college world is

To help

one of the weekly polls conducted
for the Tiger and scores of other
undergraduate
newspapers that
form the Student Opinion Surveys
of American.
A carefully-derived
sample of students :s used by the
interviewers in measuring opinions
of the nearly one and a half million TJ. S. collegians.
Favorable sentiment was found
in all parts of the country on this
proposal that President Roosevelt
made recently,
and con>oversy
over the type of aid this country
should give Finland has already
flared in Congress. New England
students are the
most in favor,
more than seven out of every ten
approving, while those in the Far
West are the least in favor. An interesting fact brought out by the
Surveys in this and many other
polls on international
questions
has been that people in colleges on
the eastern coast are usually more
interested in the part the U. S.
should play in the solution of Europe's troubles. As one goes West
interest wanes, as these results of
the present poll show:
SHOULD WE ALLOW FINLAND
TO USE HER WAR DEBT
PAYMENT?
Yes
No
New England ..._
72% 28%
38
Middle Atlantic... 62
40
East Central
60
40
West Central ..... 60
36
South
64
46
Far West
• 54
38
U. S. Total
62
This survey stands out in sharp
contrast to student
opinion last
October, when a majority differed
with national
public opinion in
opposing change in' the neutrality
law in favor of cash and carry.

The Tiger this week received
the following letter, which we
are happy to print here, from
Dr. James
Rion
McKissick,
president- of the University of
South Carolina:
Mr. Earl Mazo
Editor. The Tiger
Clemson, S. C.
Dear Mr. Mazo:
I am delighted that President
Thomas P. Stoney of the Alumni Association of the University of South Carolina telegraphed President T. Wilbur
Thornhill
of the
Clemson
Alumni Association just before
the Cotton Bowl game declaring
that Carolina
men
everywhere were pulling for a
Clemson victory and would rejoice in it.
To get it in the record, as
they say in Congress, let .me
add that the President of the
University of South Carolina
also just before the game telegraphed Coach Neely at Dallas expressing
the hope that
Clemspn would triumph gloriously and aserting that Carolina was wholeheartedly
supporting Clemson in this notable
battle.
Let me avail myself of this
opportunity to thank you for
sending me The Tiger.
It is
highly interesting and informing, uncommonly newsy, free oi
unworthy matter, well written
and well handled, a credit to itsstaff and Clemson.
Yours cordially
J. Rion MsKissick
President.

Soph "Y" Council
Elects Officers
• Recently the sophomore Y.M.C.A.
council elected the following officers
for the year 1940: David Bisset,
president; Givens Young, vicepresident; Dick Sosnowski, Secretary; and Julian Dusenlbury, treasurer. .
The sophomore council is a social
and service club working under
the supervision of the Y.M.C.A.
This year the sophomore council
has improved the grounds around
the "Y" cabin and has constructed
a stone grill and table. The council
is working on several projects which
it hopes to complete by the end
of the 1st semester.
Retiring officers are: David Bisset, Dick Sosnowski, Donald Brown,
and Given/i Young.

"Ceiling Zero" Be Presented
By Clemson Community Players
Scheduled rehearsals for the next | operations), W. G. Miller: Eddie
production of the Clemson Com- Payson (pilot), Cadet Jimmie Nesmunity Players will begin the week bitt; Dizzy Davis (pilot) Tom Fitzafter examinations. This play will patrick; Joe Aller< (inspector, Bube the popular drama of stage and reau of Air Commerce), Charlie
screen, "Ceiling Zero." The dates Morgan; Mike Owens
(janitor),
or the two performances planned Cadet M. E. Jenkins, Mary Lee
have not been definitely settled, (Jake's wife), Ruth Burress; Dick
but they will probably be staged Peterson (pilot),
Cadet
Judson
during the last week in February. Chapin; Fred Adams (airplane
There will be a cadet night for manufacturer), Cadet R. A. Periwhich an advance sale of tickets cola; Jerry Stevens (airplane deis planned.
signer), C. E. Kirkwood; Smiley
"Ceiling. Zero" was a popular Johnson (pilot), Cadet D. M. Petmoving picture about four years ty; Bob Wilkins (reporter), Cadet
ago and has made successful long W. M. McGinty; B. P. Jenkins (inadjuster),
J. H. Scarruns on the stage and in "little surance
theaters" throughout the country. borough.
Dr. R. E. Ware and Gus Geer
The scene of the play is an
Eastern airport which is headquart- will be in charge of the scenery,
WELL, FOLKS HERE HE IS
ers of a large airline. The plot and Ed Caulkins will be technical
—Oscar. THE Oscar, dear readrevolves around three wartime fliers director. The play will be directed
ers during the past semester
who have stuck together and built by Gilbert Miller.
has been none other than
up the airline. The wildest of the
dangerous "Pop" Eadon, the
three, Dizzy Davis, although he
' Manning flash! If he's stepped
has a weak heart, has a way with
' too heavily on any toes, he's
women. This keeps him in trouble.
sorry. "Pop" said to announce
Folowing is a list of characters
that he used to room in 8-401,
in the order of their appearance:
but he's just moved .and can
Dean W. H. Washington, head
Buzz Gordon
(radio operator), of the school of vocational educabe found infrequently in any
Cadet
S.
S.
Casserly;
Doc
Wilsori
tion and dean of the summer
of the eight barracks.
(chief mechanic), Frank Morgan; school, has announced that the
Baldy Wright (mechanic), Sgt. K. next session of summer school will
R. Helton; Les Bogan (rneteorolo- be held from June 10 to July 15.
gist), John Bregger; Jake Lee (supt.
Notice has been received that
eastern division), Archie McDowell; Mr. J. O. Armstrong, tobacco exTommy Thomas (hostess), Claudi- pert, will be a member of the facFreshman Jim Nesbitt, who . ana Evans; Lou Clark (Tex's wife), ulty from June .10 through June
is a crackerjack Fuller brush
Mrs. John Bregger;
Tex Clark 29. Mr. Armstrong is^being loaned
salesman on the campus, is
(pilot), Jack Stevens; Tay Lawson to the college by the U. S. Departproud of his jiob.
(ipilot), Cadet George Heriquez; Al ment of Agriculture, of which he
"I average a tidy hourly
Stone (vice-pres. in charge
of is a member.
sum," he says, "and besides
that it's wonderjul experience;
you learn how to talk to people, and
believe you me
you have to do the talking.
See BARBARA STANWYCK and
If you ever let them get startFRED MacMURRAYin Paramount's
ed, it's hard on the brushes."
current hit REMEMBER THE
Young Nesbitt is a member oi
NIGHT ... and remember ...
the varsity
debating team,
that Chesterfield gives you REAL
which aids him in his job and
MILDNESS and BETTER TASTE.
vice versa, he says.

Tech Officials
Inspect Library
Georgia
Tech librarians, Mrs.
Crosland and her two asistants,
Mrs. Seaborn and Miss Adams, inspected the Clemson library last
week.
The library at Georgia Tech is
now operated under the somewhat
out-dated Dewey System and Mrs.
Crosland and her staff are contemplating a change •so the more
progressive
Library of Congress
System as is employed here at
Clemson.
The Georgia Tech librarians
chose to inspect the Clemson library
because both schools are primarily
technical institutions and the libraries are therefore very similar.
Miss Graham, college librarian,
says, "The Library of Congress system is the best for a technical college, and Clemson was one of the
first to make the change."

Summer School Term
Announced By Dean Big Jim Enjoys
Clemson Sausage

Freshman Nesbitt
Debates, Sells Wares

One of the things which Post
Master General Jim Farley said
that he would remeotrber about
- Clemson is the breakfast wh-ch
Captain J. D. Harcombe prepared for the official party
Monday morning.
■Said Big Jim, "That was the
best sausage that I have ever
eaten."
The sausage was prepared in
the Clemson kitchen by Captain Harcombe's staff.

rANWYCH;

"Y" Orchestra Plays
For Sunday Vespers
During the last three months,
the Sunday vesper programs at the
"Y" have been made more interesting by the use of a freshman
orchestra which accompanies the
hymns. This orchestra is sponsored
by the "Y" cabinet and is under
the direction of Ed Young.
The members of the orchestra,
all from the band company, are S.
C. Stribling, flute; J. L. Sanders,
trumpet; J. E. Ellenbe, trumpet; J.
R. Sanders, trumpet; L. M. Wigington, bass; G. L. Stan ton, trombone;
H. B. Faulkner, trombone.
1

Deputation Team To
Visit In Georgia

.

:

:?.

'■

February 4 the Clemson deputation team, consisting of "Hoby"
Holtzendorff, Don Wentzel, Bill
McGinty, and Bill Wade will journey to Atlanta. While in Atlanta
Members of the South Carolina the team will meet jointly with
Board of Fertilizer Inspection and Y. M. C A. cabinets of Georgia
Analysis met on
the
campus Tech and Agnes Scott.
After conducting the
vespers
Monday and Tuesday to attend the
fertilizer inspectors' school.
An programs at Tech and Scott the
extensive program was
arranged team will visit the Atlanta Y. M.
C. A.
11
and discussions held.
A trip to the fertilizer plants at
Anderson was made.
Dr. H. P. Cooper', dean of the
school of agriculture,
spoke on
"Fertilizer and Liming Practices".
Professor A. M. Musser presented
Dr. W. R. Paden, experiment sta- a pamphlet, "Peach Trends
In
tion agronomist, and Mr. H. A. South Carolina," at a recent meetWoodle, extention agronomist, also ing of the Illinois State Horticulspoke. Detailed instructions for the tural Society held at the University
coming year were read and last of Illinois.
year's program reviewed.
A member of the horticultural
While here the members of the staff, Professor Musser has done
board attended the dedicatory ex- much research on peaches.
ercise of the clemson post office
and the parade in honor of PostNew York University has more
master General James A. Farley,
students (37,376) than any other U.
Monday.
S. college or university.
J. E. Simkins '39 holds a position
Professor John Logan Marshal, with the Bristol Weaving company
of the wood shops, said yesterday of Bristol, Tennessee.
that he can always tell ' when
spring is near— students come to
J. M. Cacathart '31 formerly
127 E. Whitner St.
the shops to build boats.
with the Chiquola cotton mill of
Probably five or more boats of Honea Path is now purchasing
ALTMAN PRINTING CO.
different types are rigged together agent for the Abney mill in GreenPhone 160
Anderson, S. C.
in the shops every year, Mr. Mar- wood.
shall said. He said
that several
years ago some students from Savannah and Charleston rode down
the Savannah river on their way
THE OPENING OF SOUTHERN PINES
home for the holidays. "They'd just
drift down with the stream, and
camp on the bank, over night," he
COUPLES ONLY*DINE and DANCE
said.
JACK KELLEY, Manager
A law makes concerns obstructing
passage in a river provide for
boats to get by the obstructions,
and those concerns hire regular
crews of colored men to carry the
boats over land past the dams
and rapids.

Fertilizer Board
Met Here Monday

Musser Presents
Peach Discussion

Young Men's Fancy
Turns To Boats

^tertield

Gjves &n

PRINTING

ANNOUNCING
BLUE ROOM

... Bell Telephone engineers
developed a better microphone
DID you realize that much of the technique of
radio broadcasting is an outgrowth of Bell System
research? Through the years, Bell Telephone Laboratories and Western Electric (manufacturing unit of the
System) have produced many advanced types of equipment for better broadcasting.
One of the most recent is the Western Electric
Cardioid Microphone. Built on revolutionary principles, it is now helping many stations to put your
favorite programs on the air at their best. Just one
more Bell System contribution to your daily life.

PSA Entertained At
Church Supper Meet
The comnany contact men of the
Presbyterian Students Association
were guests of the Ladies Auxiliary
of the Fort
Hill
Presbyterian
church at a supper last Thursday
night.
Plans were discussed for a program to promote an increased interest in church affairs and attendance on church functions.
Officers
of the P. S. A. are
George W. McClure, president; J.
Fred Grey, vice - president; and
W. E. Cline, secretary-treasurer.
Professor
Ben E. Goodale is
faculty adviser.

Why not telephone home'often? Rotes to most

ORDER YOUR FLOWERS for
MID-WINTER from

points are lowest any night after 7 P. M. and all.

BROCK'S

day Sunday.

FLOWER SHOP
SENECA,

S.

C.

»d Better Taste °
These two qualities, that you
want and look for in a cigarette, are
yours only in Chesterfield's right
combination of the best cigarette
tobaccos that money can buy.

New Crosby Square Shoes with the new
spring soles just arrived. Also fifty new
pairs of Slacks are in.

SEE H0KE SLOAN
NOTICE—Juniors and Seniors use your April R. O.
T. C. Credit.

Have Your Intermission Party For
MID-WINTERS

And that's not all... Chesterfield gives
you a FAR COOLER smoke.. No wonder new
Chesterfield smokers, and those who have
enjoyed them for years, pass the word along
a they really Satisfy.

esterfield

AT THE

CLEMSON GRILL
"MORE FOR YOUR MONEY EVERY TIME"

The Cooler, Better-Tasting, DEFINITELY MILDER Cigarette
Copyright 1940,

LIGGETT

&

MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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